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Cleaner, greener electricity is imperative to meet the demands of a burgeoning population. Many power plants rely on vast quantities of water to cool their systems and maintain proper operation. But sucking up vast quantities of water can pose a risk for fish and other aquatic animals. Balancing the operational efficiency of power plant cooling systems with environmental protection requires a dedicated team of engineers and fisheries biologists. In their recent research, Jenna Rackovan and her colleagues at Alden Research Laboratory in Massachusetts optimise the use of travelling water screens for fish protection.

Cooling Power Plants with Water

Providing sufficient electricity to meet the demands of the growing human population while balancing environmental protection is a major concern for government organisations the world over. Power plants transform primary energy sources, such as coal, nuclear, natural gas, wind and solar energy, into electricity that is distributed to homes and businesses.

Some types of power stations, such as steam-electric plants, use water to cool their systems and keep them operating properly. Larger facilities often take in millions of litres a day, withdrawing this water from natural sources. Of course, natural water sources are shared with an array of aquatic creatures, which can follow the flow into an intake and become stuck on debris collection screens, or even pass through the cooling system. Both of these situations can lead to mortality of aquatic organisms.

In addition to their environmental value, many fish species that are affected by power plant water intake structures are commercially and recreationally valuable. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is keen to minimise the impacts of power plants to aquatic organisms. Rules made final in 2014 outline that water withdrawals exceeding a daily intake of 7.6 million litres must install the best technology available to reduce adverse environmental impacts.

This is where research scientists and engineers such as Jenna Rackovan and her colleagues at Alden Research Laboratory in Massachusetts are imperative. Achieving the best environmental outcomes first requires robust research to develop the right tools and technology.

In some of their recent work, Rackovan and her colleagues investigated whether intermittently operating and specially modified travelling water screens – large rotating structures that prevent fish and other aquatic organisms from becoming injured or killed – are sufficient to reduce fish mortality while increasing the efficiency of plant cooling system operation.

Cooling Systems: A Fishy Business

‘Fish-friendly’ travelling water screens are one of seven alternative technologies identified by the EPA for reducing mortality.

These fish-friendly screens include features specifically designed to prevent fish injury and mortality, such as collection buckets that minimise damaging water turbulence, screen materials that prevent skin injury and...
Scale loss, continuous rotation of the screens, low-pressure spray washes, and fish return features with sufficient water flow and no large drops. Out of the available technologies, these fish-friendly travelling water screens are likely to be frequently used, because they can be easily retrofitted to existing water intake systems.

The general rule outlined by the EPA is to keep these travelling water screens rotating continuously, or nearly continuously. This minimises the length of time fish are held within the system, because they are only collected and returned to the source water while the screens rotate. However, continuous operation of these screens decreases the lifespan of the equipment, reduces operational efficiency, and increases the associated costs.

“Our research focused on finding a balance between protecting fish and also attempting to find the best means of operation for the owners and operators of power plants,” says Rackov. To test whether running the screen intermittently is a viable optimisation option, she and her colleagues ran a series of tests with four common freshwater fish species – Golden Shiner, Bluegill, Largemouth Bass, and Common Carp – using a range of operational parameters.

Initially, they ran a preliminary evaluation in the lab within small test ‘flumes’ – channels of flowing water – to identify the parameters to take forward for large-scale testing. This included the speed at which fish approach the screens – or the ‘approach velocity’, and the duration that fish are held in the system while the screens are stationary. The conditions that produced moderate to high fish survival, of greater than 80%, were carried forward for large-scale testing.

Upscaled Screen Operation

Upscaling their evaluations to the large testing flume at the Alden Research Laboratory took a lot of dedication and hard work from the team to accomplish. The large test flume has walls of 3 metres high, a testing area of 24 metres long and 6 metres wide, and a holding facility with space for over 7000 fish.

The researchers found that approach velocity was the most important factor determining whether fish became trapped on the screen, the rate and severity of injuries and scale loss, and the probability of fish surviving the encounter. The probability of fish mortality increased as screens were kept stationary for longer and fish spent more time in the system. However, this effect was also strongly related to approach velocity.

The swimming abilities of fish – and therefore their ability to escape without becoming trapped on a screen – varies based on species and age, with each of the four species tested exhibiting different outcomes. Although smaller fish are weaker swimmers and thus more likely to become caught up in the water current, they may be able to hide in small pockets of low velocity within the system to avoid becoming trapped. In the field, more fish may be able to avoid the screens altogether, demonstrating the need for field studies.

Next Steps: Into the Field

Rackov and her colleagues suggest that intermittent rotation of travelling water screens at power plants where approach velocities are low could be an acceptable technique to improve operational efficiency. In other circumstances, however, continuous rotation still may provide the best outcome for fish populations.

The researchers found that many different factors influence the outcome – for example, the location of the water intake relative to fish distribution, fish species, age, behaviour and health, intake and screen design features, approach velocity and stationary duration. Therefore, the research conducted by Alden and funded by the Electric Power Research Institute indicates that survival rates are site-specific and are best determined through direct testing.
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